Design name: Crete Stripe

Range: Wallpaper Collage

Designer: Deborah Bowness

Manufacture: Machine print on white grounded wallpaper with hand silk screen printed blue stripes

Wallpaper Dimensions: 52 cm width x 330 cm length (20.5” width x 11’ height)

Colours: Blue, white & grey | Bespoke

Repeat / Pattern Match: Pattern repeats in an unconventional way.

Information: ‘Crete Stripe’ can be used over a whole wall or paired with ‘Stripe’ to create a stand alone statement wallpaper collage on a painted wall.
Design name: Hastings Stripe
Range: Wallpaper Collage
Designer: Deborah Bowness
Manufacture: Machine print on white grounded wallpaper with hand silk screen printed blue stripes
Wallpaper Dimensions: 52 cm width x 330 cm length (20.5" width x 11' height)
Colours: Pink & Green | Pink & Grey | Pink & Yellow | Bespoke
Repeat / Pattern Match: Pattern repeats in an unconventional way.

Information: Hastings Stripe’ is adaptable to taste enabling the creation of a unique wallpaper collage. Paste up in a single colour way, combine different colourways or add in other stripe designs from the collection. Customised colours, and made to measure wallpaper college available.
Design name: Stripe

Range: Wallpaper Collage

Designer: Deborah Bowness

Manufacture: Machine printed one inch grey stripes on grounded wallpaper.

Roll Dimensions: 52 cm width x 10m length (20.5” width x 11 yd length )

Colours: Grey | White | Yellow | Green | Pink

Repeat / Pattern Match: Pattern repeats in an unconventional way.

Information: Stripe is a versatile component of the Wallpaper Collage collection. Any number of Stripe’s in different colours can be combined on one wall. Stripe can be pasted as a background to the ‘Memphis Wallpaper Collage’ and works well above the ‘Polka Dot Panel’. It is not necessary to look for a repeat this paper can be pasted up as it comes off the roll.
Design name: Spots & Stripes
Range: Wallpaper Collage
Designer: Deborah Bowness
Manufacture: Machine printed one inch grey stripes on grounded wallpaper.
Drop Dimensions: 56 cm width x 330 cm length (22" width x 11' height)
Colours: White, pink & blue | Pink & yellow | Bespoke
Repeat / Pattern Match: No pattern repeat
Information: Combine multiple drops of the same colourway to complete a single wall or create an eye catching, colour clashing wallpaper collage by hanging alongside the ‘Polka Dot Panel’ and ‘Stripe’ design. Customised colours and made-to-measure ‘Spots & Stripes’ wallpaper college available.
Design name: Polka Dot Panel

Range: Wallpaper Collage

Designer: Deborah Bowness

Manufacture:

Panel Dimensions: 56 cm width x 105 cm length (20.5" width x 41.5" height)

Colours: Green & yellow | Pink & white | Bespoke

Repeat / Pattern Match: No pattern repeat

Information: Paste up on a painted wall or create a unique wallpaper collaged wall by combining with any number of coloured ‘Stripe’. Customised colours and made-to-measure Polka Dot Panel wallpaper collage walls available.
Design name: Chair Rail
Range: Wallpaper Collage
Designer: Deborah Bowness
Manufacture: Machine printed chair rail on colour grounded wallpaper
Border Dimensions: 6.5cm width x 5m length (2.5” width x 5.5 yd length)
Colours: Pink | White | Green
Repeat / Pattern Match: A single image continues along the length
Information: Chair Rail’ can be combined with ‘Two-tone’ wallpaper or used on a two-tone painted wall.
Design name: Two-tone

Range: Wallpaper Collage

Designer: Deborah Bowness

Manufacture: Machine printed one inch grey stripes on two-tone silkscreen printed wallpaper

Wallpaper Dimensions: 56 cm width x 330 cm height ( 20.5" width x 11' height )

Colours: Yellow yellow | Yellow white | Pink grey | Yellow grey | Bespoke

Repeat / Pattern Match: No pattern repeat

Information: The ‘Two-tone drops are flexible, working as stand alone statement paste up pieces on a painted wall or as multiples covering whole walls. A wallpaper ‘Chair Rail’ can be added. Colour can be limited to a single colourway or brought together in different eye catching combinations. Customised colour and made-to-measure ‘Two-tone’ wallpaper colleges available
Design name: Column

Range: Wallpaper Collage

Designer: Deborah Bowness

Manufacture: Cut out machine printed column on grounded wallpaper

Column Dimensions: 52cm width x 280cm length | Bespoke size available ( 20.5" w x 110 “ h )

Colours: Pink | White

Repeat / Pattern Match: One column per drop

Information: The ‘Column’ constitutes a playful addition to the wallpaper collage collection. It can also be pasted alone or as a pair on a painted wall. Bespoke column sizes available.
Design name: Faded Damask Wallpaper Collage

Range: Wallpaper Collage

Designer: Deborah Bowness

Manufacture: A mix of machine printed and hand silkscreen printed papers

Collage Dimensions: 220cm max width x 135cm max height ( 87” max width x 53” max height )

Colours: Multi-coloured

Limited Edition of 29 collages

Information: This is a limited edition wallpaper collage assembled using a layered mix of hand silkscreen & machine printed paper pieces. The ‘Faded Damask’ collage is made up of four wallpaper pieces and can be pasted up on a painted wall using the easy to follow hanging instructions provided. Made-to-measure ‘Faded Damask’ collages are available.
Design name: Memphis Wallpaper Collage

Range: Wallpaper Collage

Designer: Deborah Bowness

Manufacture: A mix of machine printed and hand silkscreen printed papers

Collage Dimensions: 186cm max width x 175cm max length (73” max width x 69” max height)

Colour: Multi-coloured

Limited Edition of 29 collages

Information: This is a limited edition wallpaper collage assembled using a layered mix of hand silkscreen & machine printed paper pieces. The ‘Memphis’ collage is made up of five pieces and can be pasted up using the easy to follow hanging instructions provided. The collage pictured in these photographs is pasted over the top of white ‘Stripe’ wallpaper it can also be pasted on a brightly coloured painted wall. Made-to-measure ‘Memphis’ collages are available.
**Print name:** Remnant

**Artist:** Deborah Bowness

**Print technique:** This is a limited edition print using an open silkscreen printing technique to apply colour. Although the remnant image is the same on each print the painterly method by which the colour is added makes each print unique.

**Print Dimensions:** A0 – 84cm w x 114cm h (33” width x 45” height)

**Colour:** Pink, yellow & green

**Limited Edition** of 39 prints

**On sale:** exclusively from www.deborahbowness.com/shop/

---

**Information:** The print comes unframed, but can be float mounted in an A0 frame. Alternatively it can be pasted to the wall. Each print is hand printed & signed in the Print Room, St Leonards-on-sea.
**Product name:** Scrap Paper

**Product description:** An assortment of 10 printed paper scraps found around the Print Room in St Leonards-on-sea.

**Colour:** Mutilcoloured

**Pack Dimensions:** assorted sizes up to A3 (Ledger size)

**On sale:** exclusively from www.deborahbowness.com/shop/

**Information:** Whilst making good use of waste paper and misprints these hand silk screen & machine printed paper scraps are perfect for collage, scrap-books or sketch book work.